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Abstract—Many techniques of software vulnerability exploitation rely on deep and comprehensive analysis of vulnerable program binaries. If a copy of the vulnerable software is available to attackers, they can compose their attack scripts and payloads by studying the sample copy and launch attacks on other copies of the same software in deployment. By transforming software into different forms before deployment, software diversification is considered as an effective mitigation of attacks originated from malicious binary analyses.

Essentially, developing a software diversification transformation is nontrivial because it has to preserve the original functionality, provide strong enough unpredictability, and introduce negligible cost. Enlightened by research in other areas, we seek to apply different diversification transformations to the same program for a synergy effect such that the resulting hybrid transformations can have boosted diversification effects with modest cost. We name this approach the composite software diversification.

Although the concept is straightforward, it becomes challenging when searching for satisfactory compositions of primitive transformations that maximize the synergy effect and make a balance between effectiveness and cost. In this work, we undertake an in-depth study and develop a reasonably well working selection strategy to find a transformation composition that performs better than any single transformation used in the composition. We believe our work can provide guidelines for practitioners who would like to improve the design of diversification tools in the future.

Index Terms—software diversification; reverse engineering; binary instrumentation;

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid development of software reverse engineering and analysis, attackers have gained a certain level of advantages in the arms race. Code-reuse attack analyzes the victim programs to identify sequences of reusable code snippets and direct the control flow through these snippets to construct malicious operations [1], [2], [3]. Patch-based exploitation analyzes the post-patch binary code to expose hidden vulnerabilities (fixed by the patch) and construct attacks towards the pre-patch binary [4].

Software diversification produces different variants of a program, altering software syntax but retaining the semantic equivalence. After diversification, each copy of the software has a different structure. Therefore, knowledge obtained by reverse engineering one copy of the software is not applicable to other copies, making attacks depending on such knowledge (e.g., code-reuse attack and patch-based exploitation) lose generality or not feasible at all.

There has been many great work on software diversification and a large portion of them focus on the transformation algorithm side [5], [6], [7], [8], [9]. A good transformation algorithm can vastly mutate the binary form of a program with a considerable amount of randomness. Meanwhile, the transformation preserves the original semantics and keeps the incurred cost as modest as possible. Typical penalties of diversification transformations include binary size expansion and execution slowdown. As more and more transformation algorithms have been proposed, it becomes more and more difficult to develop new algorithms that provide reliable diversification effects with low cost. We have noticed that recent progress on software diversification is more about building frameworks and providing support for upstream techniques (binary rewriting, for instance) which enable software diversification in different scenarios [10], [11].

In this research, we propose composite software diversification which combines existing methods together for a synergy effect. The basic idea is that by applying different diversification transformations to the same program, we can make the binary more efficiently diversified compared to applying a single transformation; meanwhile, the cost of the composite transformation is kept low enough for practical deployment. The composite diversification, if feasible, can extract the hidden value of past research results and greatly enrich the choices of software diversification algorithms.

The idea of combining different program transformations of the same kind for greater benefits is not merely an intuition but has been proven reasonable and feasible by previous work on compiler optimization [12]. Although optimization and diversification have different goals and are evaluated with entirely different metrics, we do believe that the success of the idea in one area gives a strong hint that similar methods can work in another field.

Given a set of primitive program transformation algorithms, the search space for an optimal or a close-to-optimal composition is considerably large. To investigate the feasibility and effectiveness of composite software diversification, we propose a methodology that comprehensively evaluates a diversification transformation, either primitive or composite. With this methodology, we further develop a strategy to prune the search space so that our study can be done in an empirical way; this strategy itself has a reference to the data mining research. To the best of our knowledge, despite the growing need for deploying diversified real-world applications, no systematic study has focused on comprehensively evaluating the performance of software diversification transformations when they are composed together.

In summary, we make the following contributions:
A. Motivating Example

The key observation is that a program can become more diversified, by composing multiple transformations on the processed binaries. We use a simple two block control flow graph to illustrate our observation. As shown in Figure 1a, the two blocks are connected by a direct jmp instruction. The original control structure is firstly transformed through an opaque predicate [13]. As shown in Figure 1b, B1 will have to invoke function B3 to get the predicate. A conditional jmp is implemented in B4 to check the predicate, and if it fails, hlt instruction will be executed in B5. The B4 is then transformed by splitting itself into B4a and B4b via a inserted jmp instruction, as shown in Figure 1c. Finally, the output CFG is transformed by control flow flatten. As shown in Figure 1d, intra-procedural control flow graph is flattened (the graph in Figure 1d is simplified). Instructions are inserted to update each control flow transfer destination to a global variable, and the control transfers are redirected to B6. An indirect jmp B6 uses the address in the global variable to transfer the execution flow. Note that after three transformations, the 2-block graph is extended to a 7-block graph with a more complex structure. In summary, by reprocessing the output with different transformations, the diversified code can become progressively complex.

B. Problem

A program transformation could be formalized as a function $T : \mathcal{P} \rightarrow \mathcal{P}$ where $\mathcal{P}$ is the universe of all programs. In software diversification, $T$ may be probabilistic, meaning the output of applying $T$ to the same input is not unique but follows a distribution specific to $T$. In the rest of the text, we always consider diversification transformations.

Given two transformations $T_1$ and $T_2$, a mixture of them could be the composition $T_2 \circ T_1$, namely we first apply $T_1$ to a program and then apply $T_2$ to the output of $T_1$. Just like the expectation we have for any hybrid method, it would be ideal if $T_2 \circ T_1$ outperforms both $T_1$ and $T_2$ applied alone, concerning the given criterion for measuring the performance of software diversification. If $T_2 \circ T_1$ indeed has the better performance, we say there is a synergy effect between $T_1$ and $T_2$. The same study can be done with $T_1 \circ T_2$ which is another way to compose $T_1$ and $T_2$.

In this research, we would like to investigate if such synergy effect generally exists, especially when there are more than two primitive transformations to compose. If the synergy exists indeed, we want to develop a method that can effectively and efficiently achieve it. Since the synergy may manifest only if the transformations are composed in a particular way, this problem grows beyond trivial as the number of applicable primitive transformations increases. Therefore, the first step is to make a clear definition of the problem by generalizing the previously made example.

Suppose we have a set $\mathcal{T}$ containing $k$ diversification transformations $T_1, \ldots, T_k$, we can construct the set of all possible compositions in the following way.

$$ C_n = \{ T_{i_1} \circ \cdots \circ T_{i_l} | \forall l \in \{1, \ldots, n\}, T_{i_l} \in \mathcal{T} \} $$

$$ C^* = \bigcup_{n=1}^{k} C_n $$

Therefore, the objective of our research is to develop a searching strategy which can find a subset of $C^*$ such that the composed diversification transformations in this subset have the optimal or close-to-optimal performance under certain evaluation criteria.

III. Experiment Setup

Since there are very few mature formal theories on program diversification, we try to solve the problem in an empirical way. That is, by actually implementing a set of composite
diversification transformations and developing a set of measurements we compare the performance of different compositions with field experiments. We believe that with carefully designed experiments and evaluation metrics, empirical results can still have a certain level of generality even without strong theoretical foundations.

From the construction of the problem space it can be seen that the choice of three factors decides a composition, which are 1) the length of the composition (“length” refers to the number of iterations), 2) the subset of primitive transformations to use, and 3) the order in which these transformations are composed. Apparently, enumerating all choices for the three factors is not feasible, so the major challenge of this research is how to reasonably prune the problem space so that the empirical evaluation can be done with limited resources.

In this research, we focus on the first two factors. Given the choices of the first two factors, we randomly decide the third factor to construct a composition. There are two reasons behind this decision. The first is that among all three factors, the third one expands the problem space most vastly. The second reason is that randomizing the sequence of composition potentially makes the diversification more unpredictable, which is a significant benefit in practice. Nevertheless, heuristic-based approaches, or perhaps machine learning-based approaches could facilitate the study of the third factor effectively. We leave it as one future work to investigate the third factor in boosting composite diversification.

Note that software diversification can be performed at different stages, e.g., at the pre-compile time, compile time, or at the post-link time (i.e., binary retrofitting). Although composite diversification in general is applicable at any of these stages, we choose to implement AMOEBA and demonstrate it with post-link time diversification because security hardening through binary retrofitting does not require source code and therefore has a broader application scope. We leave it to software developers to decide at what stage to perform composite diversification in the real-world scenarios.

The underlying reverse engineering facility AMOEBA relies on is an open-source disassembler called UROBOROS [14], [15]. Starting from the assembly code of the original binary, we iteratively apply different diversification transformations to the program, producing a unique variant each time. All transformations we use in UROBOROS are from existing software diversification research that are relatively simple and straightforward. The overlay of different simple transformations eventually leads to a synergy effect after a particular number of iterations, making the produced variants resilient to certain security threats and binary similarity detection.

A. Diversification Passes

We intuitively choose ten “classic” binary diversification methods proposed by existing research as the transformation candidates. In the rest of the paper, we name each transformation as a diversification pass applied to input programs. Most of these transformations have also been indexed by an influencing literature review on software diversification [5]. The roster of these transformations is in Table I. Note that we use these simple transformations in our study, but more advanced and sophisticated transformations can be implemented as well. There are three levels of assembly transformations—instruction level, basic block level, and function level. At this point, it is still unknown whether each pass in Table I will be used in composite diversification or not. An in-depth selection process is required to decide an appropriate combination of passes for effective diversification. Pass selection will be discussed later in Section IV. We now elaborate on each pass.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Instruction Level</td>
<td>instruction replace [6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>instruction insert [6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic Block Level</td>
<td>basic block reorder [7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>basic block merge [5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>basic block split [5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>opaque predicate insert [13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>control flow flatten [13]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>branch function insert [8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function Level</td>
<td>function reorder [9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>function inline [5]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Basic Block Reorder. This diversification rearranges the relative positions of basic blocks. In particular, two basic blocks are randomly selected as candidates to reorder, with necessary control transfer instructions and labels inserted in the context to preserve the correct semantics. For each pass, we reorder one pair of basic blocks from each function.

Basic Block Split. This diversification splits one basic block into two by inserting a jmp instruction in an arbitrary position and set its destination to the associated next instruction. We randomly select one basic block to transform from each function.

Basic Block Merge. This transformation searches for mergeable basic blocks. A basic block is defined as mergeable if it has only one predecessor, and its predecessor has only one successor. For each pass, we randomly select one pair from all the mergeable basic block pairs and merge them together.

Instruction Insert. This diversification inserts meaningless code sequences into the program. For each function, we randomly select one basic block and insert a sequence of garbage instructions with a random length (3–5). The insertion candidates are nop, mov %esp, %esp, lea 0x0(%esi),%esi, and xchg %esp, %esp.

Instruction Replace. This strategy searches for typical instructions and replaces the targets with its semantic equivalent substitutions. We adopt two substitution strategies to transform call and ret instructions. When replacing call instructions, jmp instructions are used to transfer the control, and the return address is explicitly saved on the stack by a push. Ret instructions are replaced in a similar way, with a pop instruction to obtain the return address on the stack.

Control Flow Flatten. As shown in Figure 1d, this transformation flattens the control flow graph. Given a target control structure, control flow transfers are redirected to a dispatcher block inserted by this transformation. The dispatcher leverages a global variable to decide which block to jump, and instructions are inserted at the end of each basic block to update the global variable with control destinations. For each pass,
we randomly select one function and flatten its control flow graph for each iteration.

**Opaque Predicate Insert.** As shown in Figure 1c, a basic block $B$ can be guarded with a conditional branch to $B$ and another (garbage code) block $B'$ using an arbitrary predicate. A call instruction to the predicate function and a conditional jump instruction are inserted at the beginning of target block. For each pass, we insert one opaque predicate for each function.

**Branch Function Insert.** This transformation substitutes jmp instructions with call instructions to the branch routine and the jmp destinations are updated into an artificial global variable. The branch function utilizes an indirect jmp, transferring to the destination stored in a global variable. We transform all call instructions with another (garbage code) block $B'$.

**Function Inline.** This transformation inlines functions into their call-sites. Direct call instructions to the target function are found and the target function is inserted after these call-sites. The call instructions are changed into push and jmp instructions to simulate the original semantics. Ret. instructions in the target are also rewritten into jmp instructions. As destinations of an indirect function call are hard to analyze, we conservatively leave the target function in its original place. In the implementation, one function is randomly selected to transform as long as its size is less than a predefined threshold (the threshold is set as 500 bytes in this paper).

**Function Reorder.** Same as basic block reorder, this transformation rearranges the relative positions of two functions. In case the execution flow falls through the function boundaries, we insert jmp instructions and corresponding labels in the predecesors and successors of the reordered pair, thus delivering the equivalent semantics. For each pass, we reorder one pair of functions.

**B. Measurement**

The goal of composite diversification is to provide production of low cost and well-diversified software variants. To assess our fulfillment of this objective, we need to quantitatively measure cost and diversity.

1) **Cost:** We assess cost with two metrics—size expansion and execution slowdown of diversified binaries. The cost is a concern in composite diversification because most passes in Table I insert new instructions or new control flow transfers into the binary, which will inevitably affect the size and speed of the products. We leverage bzip (§IV and §V-A) and SPEC2006 programs (§V-B) in our experiments. The execution speed (i.e., slowdown) of diversified variants are measured through the test cases shipped with the programs. The size is calculated using the stat program from GNU Coreutils. Our experiments are launched on a machine with Intel E5-2690 2.90GHz with 128GB memory running Ubuntu 12.04 LTS.

2) **Diversity:** Another aspect of the assessment is to measure the diversity of the variants produced by composite diversification. We present our quantitative evaluations on diversity regarding two typical threats that software diversification can hinder, i.e., code reuse attack [3] and patch-based exploitation [4]. The security strength of a diversification method can be well reflected by its resilience to these two adversaries.

Resilience to code reuse attacks can be evaluated by the elimination rate of return-oriented programming (ROP) gadgets. ROP attack is one state-of-the-art program exploitation which manipulates program call stacks and chains sequences of victim program’s own code snippets (named ROP gadgets) to perform arbitrary operations [3], [16]. A general assumption made by related work is that attackers need to know the memory addresses of ROP gadgets in order to tamper the call stack [11], [5], [10], [17], [18], and if a ROP gadget changes its location or no longer exists in the diversified binary, attackers will have difficulty in reusing the existing attack payloads. We use the ROP gadget harvesting tool ROPGadget [19] to search for gadgets in binaries. Gadget elimination rate between two binaries is defined as

$$1 - \frac{|A \cap B|}{\min(|A|, |B|)}$$

where $A$ and $B$ are the sets of gadgets found in two binaries. Two gadgets are considered equal if they have the same instruction sequence and starting address. Note that recent research work has proposed advanced methods to launch ROP attacks without the pre-knowledge of ROP gadgets (i.e., Just-In-Time ROP attack [20], [21]). We present our further discussions regarding this topic in §VI.

Resilience to patch-based exploitation can be evaluated by investigating how well the diversified binaries can mislead binary differencing tools [22], which can be used to locate the vulnerability by comparing the semantics of the original binary and the patched one. We use BinDiff (version 4.0.1) [23], the de facto industrial standard binary differencing tool available on the market, to calculate the similarity between two binaries. Given two binaries, BinDiff provides the number of matched functions, basic blocks, and instructions. Since function and basic block can be “partially” matched, e.g., 30% of the instructions in a function are matched with another function, counting the number of matched functions or basic blocks could be tricky. Therefore, we only adopt instruction matching rate. The rate is calculated by

$$\frac{|A \cap B|}{\min(|A|, |B|)}$$

where $A$ and $B$ are the sets of instructions in two binaries. Two instructions are considered equal if they are matched by BinDiff, so $|A \cap B|$ is the number of matched instructions.

It should be noted that being semantic equivalent does not necessarily make two instructions a match; BinDiff also takes the contexts of the instructions into account [24], [25]. BinDiff does provide an overall similarity score to summarize the comparison. However, it is unclear how this score is computed. To make our results more interpretable, we do not use it in our evaluation.

Unlike cost assessment which only compares every diversified binary with the original one, evaluation on the diversity of composite diversification needs an additional step. Since attackers are usually not limited to only chose the original binary to analyze, the diversity of variants should reach the pairwise granularity. That means, every pair of the generated variants should be different enough so that attackers cannot exploit any other variant by reverse engineering one of them.
IV. PASS SELECTION

Given the candidate passes in Table I, we want to find an applicable subset of them as the primitive diversification transformations to employ in composite diversification.

A. Selection Methodology

Having decided the metrics used for assessing the performance of composite diversification, we can start searching for the subset of diversification passes that can be employed by our implementation of composite diversification. Given 10 passes, there are a total of 1023 different non-empty combinations of them if we do not fix the number of passes to pick. Assessing all possible combinations is unlikely to be feasible.

To address this issue, we propose a two-stage pass selection method. In the first stage, we evaluate the cost of every single pass when they are repeatedly applied to a binary for many times. After this first-stage selection, passes that are too costly in the context of composite diversification will be ruled out for further consideration. Hopefully, the first-stage selection can reduce the total number of passes we need to consider in the second stage.

We leverage program bzip2 (version 1.0.3), a widely-used data compressor as the experiment object in the selection process. For each diversification combination, we iterate it for 500 times, which we believe is significant enough for an in-depth study. These 500 iterations lead to 500 variants, each of which is based on the previous one instead of the original. Before launching selection steps below, we first verify the functional correctness of these diversified outputs using the test cases shipped with bzip2. We report all the outputs can pass these shipped test cases. While the adopted algorithms are supposed to produce equivalent code, we test the functional correctness to confirm the faithful implementations of these algorithms in AMOEBA.

When comparing the diversified binaries with the original one, we do a 1-in-50 sampling on the 500 variants, leading to a sample size of 10. For pairwise comparison on diversity-related metrics, we randomly pick 50 pairs of variants.

B. First-Stage Selection

The first-stage selection measures the singular cost of each diversification pass. We consider a pass to be too costly if the size expansion grows super-linearly, or the execution slowdown does not grow sub-linearly with respect to iteration times because users are usually much more sensitive to execution speed than binary size increases.

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the size expansion and execution slowdown of diversified bzip2 variants over 500 iterations, for all 10 diversification passes. While most of the transformations only introduce negligible runtime overhead, the impact of basic block flatten, instruction insert, and opaque predicate insert is out of the scope of our tolerance for execution slowdown. As for size expansion, the increasing trends of most passes are linear, except basic block flatten. According to our definition of costly transformations, basic block flatten, instruction insert, and opaque predicate insert will be excluded from further consideration by our composite diversification framework, reducing the number of candidate passes from 10 to 7.

C. Second-Stage Selection

Although the first-stage selection has pruned a few passes, the remaining search space is still too large for us to enumerate. Therefore, we need a strategy to further compress the pass selection process in the second-stage.

After referring to previous research and related disciplines, we decide to borrow a selection method from data mining. There is a classic problem in data mining called regression which seeks to estimate the relationship between a response variable and a set of predictor variables. In regression, a mathematical model with configurable parameters is assumed, from which the response can be computed based on the values of predictors. However, it is common that only a subset of the predictors are actually related to the response, so regression has to decide which predictors should be selected for fitting the model. Similar to our situation, enumerating all possible combinations of predictors usually needs unaffordable resources. Therefore, data mining researchers have developed numerous predictor selection methods to avoid brutal-force search for an optimal model.

In this research, we employ the backward-stepwise method [26], [27] for pass selection. In backward-stepwise selection, the baseline is first set as the model containing all candidates (predictors in data mining and diversification passes in our case). Starting from this baseline, the selection process generates a set of new models by removing one candidate from the
baseline model. Among all newly generated models, the one with the best performance is picked as the new baseline. The selection process repeats in this way until the latest baseline model consists of only one candidate. For our problem, we stop when the baseline model has only two passes, because we have already assessed the performance of every single pass. When the selection process is over, each baseline model is considered as the best model among all models with the same number of candidates. The final step would be comparing all baseline models.

There is a similar method called forward-stepwise selection. The difference is that instead of eliminating candidates from the baseline model one by one, forward-stepwise gradually adds new candidate starting from the empty model. Compared to backward selection, forward selection tends to generate a model with fewer candidates. Note that in composite diversification, we want to maximize the diversity of the passes we use in the framework, so we choose to build the model backward instead of forward.

 Apparently, there is no guarantee that stepwise selection gives the globally optimal combination; however, the method remains one of the most widely used because of its simplicity and fairly good performance in practice.

When comparing two diversification plans for large iterations, it is hard to give a particular criterion that will be universally applicable. Depending on the characteristics of the program to protect and the demand of users, the comparison result could be different. We do not try to develop a versatile comparator for evaluating diversification plans. Instead, we only propose a reasonable comparator to illustrate the feasibility of our proposed framework.

In this work, we assume users care about execution slowdown most, so it will be the decisive factor when deciding the best diversification plan. On the other hand, we do not want a winning plan that suffers from some obvious drawbacks. For that purpose, we design the comparison method in a filter-oriented manner. A plan is discarded if it does too badly with respect to any one of the metrics mentioned in Section III-B. After the filtering is over, we pick the best plan based on the metric we care about most, which is execution slowdown in our illustration.

A plan is considered to be too poor at a metric if its score on that metric is an outlier in the undesirable direction among the scores of all plans. In statistics, a data point is called an outlier if it is greater than Q_3 + (Q_3 - Q_1) × 1.5 or smaller than Q_1 - (Q_3 - Q_1) × 1.5, where Q_1 and Q_3 are the first and third quartile. For example, if the execution slowdown of some plan is an outlier at the high end, we will filter out that plan because high execution slowdown is unwanted. On the other hand, if the gadget elimination rate of some plan is an outlier at the low end, we will also filter it out because low gadget elimination rate indicates poor diversity.

Note that the filter-based selection may result in a situation where all candidate plans are pruned. That would mean every plan has at least one weakness. Any of such situations happening would threaten the rationality of our selection method. Nevertheless, none has manifested in our experiments.

| TABLE III: Mean of metrics used for plan selection (shaded cells are outliers). |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Slowdown (%)    | mix1            | mix2            | mix3            | mix4            | mix5            | Norm. Range     |
| 3.42            | -0.81           | 0.45            | -0.31           | 3.20            | [-5.59, 8.47]   |
| Matching (%)    | 16.08           | 16.04           | 14.96           | 14.90           | 83.89           | [13.28, 17.76]  |
| Pair.Match (%)  | 98.23           | 95.23           | 95.23           | 98.22           | 98.22           | [98.20, 98.24]  |
| Pair.Elim. (%)  | 98.01           | 97.97           | 98.12           | 98.29           | 98.46           | [97.59, 98.71]  |

Due to limited space, we are unable to show the analysis result of all combinations that have appeared in the selection process. We only present the final selection, i.e., selecting the best baseline model. Recall that the baseline models are the best-performing combinations in each round of backward-stepwise selection. We list these combinations in Table II.

To illustrate the selection process, we first present the performance data of the diversification plans. We measure all metrics for mix1 to mix5. mix0 only has data reflecting execution slowdown. Since its runtime overhead is clearly unacceptable for composite diversification (up to 462% after 500 iterations), there is no need to consider it in subsequent selection.

Figure 4 shows the execution slowdown of each combination. As can be seen, the overhead of mix0 is significantly higher than the rest, while overheads of other plans are considered sub-linear (satisfying for further study). Figure 5 shows the size expansion evaluation. All the plans show roughly linear expansion, which is quite consistent with the size evaluation in the first-stage selection (§IV-B). For diversity between the generated variants and the original binary, Figure 6 and Figure 7 show the ROP gadget elimination rate and instruction matching rate from BinDiff, respectively. As shown in Figure 6, almost all the ROP gadgets are eliminated after transformations; we report on average 98.2% gadgets become unusable. Binary diffing evaluation also shows promising results. Actually besides mix5 (which will be filtered out due to high remaining similarity), all the plans show notable decrease in the instruction matching rate. We also present the pairwise diversity evaluation in Figure 8 and Figure 9. Pairwise ROP gadget elimination rate shows promising results; we observe stable high elimination rates for all the compared pairs. As for the pairwise instruction matching, we report mix1 has relatively high remaining similarity (47.3%), while the other four plans show much better results (on average 36.0%).

Table III summarizes the experiment data by computing the average of each metric. As previously described, we pick the plan with the lowest runtime overhead, after filtering out plans with salient weaknesses. The normality range of each metric is computed, also listed in the table. As can be seen, mix1 is pruned due to lack of pairwise diversity; mix5 is filtered out because of high similarity between the variants and the original binary. mix2 is selected as the best diversification plan because it has the lowest execution slowdown and does not suffer from any significant weakness.

D. Multi-Pass Versus Single-Pass

After the two-stage pass selection, we have chosen mix2 as the winner combination of transformation passes for composite...
diversification. However, we have not yet showed that mix2 can outperform single-pass diversification in terms of diversity. To prove that the synergy effect we have discussed in Section II does exist, we launch a competition between multi-pass and single-pass diversification. Measurement on the diversity of single-pass generated variants is illustrated in Figure 10, 11, 12, and 13.

We first make a comparison between single-pass diversification and multi-pass diversification on their resilience to ROP attacks. Figure 10 and Figure 6 suggests that there is no significant difference between single-pass and multi-pass plans on ROP gadget eliminate rates when comparing the variants with the original binary. In the pairwise comparison showed in Figure 12 and 8, however, the performance of some single-pass plans is clearly inferior to multi-pass plans. For example, instruction replace has nearly zero pairwise diversity. The reason is that after the first round of diversification, there are no suitable instructions for this pass to replace, making it an idempotent transformation. Differently in multi-pass diversification, the collaborating passes (basic block reorder, for instance) keep inserting instructions that can be replaced, making instruction replace an efficient pass throughout the iteration.

In the competition on resilience to patch-based exploitation generation, the advantage of multi-pass diversification is even more significant. When matching the diversified binaries with the original (Figure 11 and 7), most multi-pass plans can reduce instruction matching rate to about 20% after 50 iterations. In contrast, matching scores from most single-pass plans stay above 45% even after 500 iterations. The only exception is instruction replace, which can achieve nearly 0% matching score. Our guess is that replacing call and ret with jmp causes exceptional hardship for BinDiff when it tries to recover the control flow, which is the crux of its matching algorithm. Nevertheless, instruction replace is an idempotent pass, meaning it will surely have poor performance on pairwise matching. Actually, Figure 13 and 9 show that all multi-pass plans provide much more pairwise diversity than single-pass plans. At this point, we have enough evidence to conclude that multi-pass diversification is more effective than single-pass diversification. This conclusion further justifies the election of mix2.

V. VALIDATION

In this section, we validate our approach in two aspects. We first compare our backward stepwise selection against a baseline approach, i.e., random selection (§V-A). We also validate our optimal combination with multiple large size programs from the SPEC2006 test set (§V-B).

A. Comparison with the Baseline Method

In our pass selection step (§IV), we initialize our selection from ten widely-used program diversification methods. Since the ordering between different techniques are not considered
(§III), ten methods lead to 1023 non-empty combinations. After the first phase, 3 of the methods are eliminated, resulting in 127 different possible combinations. Our tentative tests show that it takes a non-trivial time to apply transformations for hundreds of iterations. Thus, running diversification for all 127 combinations and pick the best available option cannot be done in a reasonable amount of time. As presented in §IV-C, by using stepwise selection to find the optimal combination, we have to test 27 different candidates \((7+6+5+4+3+2)\). In this section, we study whether a random selection approach (i.e., the baseline method) can find a better combination in 27 different runs.

We randomly select 27 combinations from 120 possible combinations which contain at least two methods. Our study on the bzip2 program has shown that after 100 times, there is no significant benefit for most of the methods regarding binary similarity (Figure 7). Thus, the process is iterated for 100 times for each combination. We evaluate the performance and cost of the 100th diversified output; we also compare the 100th and the 50th diversified outputs for the pairwise metrics (in this step, experiment results of mix2 are acquired in the same way). The optimal combination from 27 candidates is selected regarding the same filter-based selection strategy employed in §IV-C.

We launch this 27-round random process for 20 times, resulting in 20 control groups.\(^1\) We now report the key observations. In general, all 20 control groups show comparable execution slow and size expansion with mix2. On the other hand, while binaries from control groups has acceptable (pairwise) ROP gadget elimination rate and low similarity rate, we observe 18 control groups suffer from unsatisfying pairwise similarity rate. In particular, test on mix2 reports a low pairwise similarity rate (around 40%), while 18 control groups have over 95% pairwise similarity rate. There are only two well-performing control groups, i.e., group6 and group10. We report that group9 has the exact same combination with mix2, while group10 has a combination of three methods, i.e., instruction replacement, basic block reorder and basic block split. Overall, our study shows that for these 20 control groups, only two of them show comparable performance with mix2, and there is no control group can notably outperform mix2. We interpret this as promising results to show our stepwise selection can quickly construct optimal combinations with reasonable amount of effort.

B. Test on SPEC Programs

In Section IV we have selected a set of diversification passes as the primitive transformations to use in composite diversification, based on experiment data on a single program bzip2. In this section, we validate our winning diversification plan mix2 on a larger set of programs, i.e., all C programs in SPEC2006. For validating the cost and effectiveness of the diversification plan, the experiment setting and metrics to measure are same as the selection process. Although our experiments on bzip2 indicate that there may not be obvious benefit after 100 iterations, the SPEC programs are still conservatively processed for 500 iterations. We hope this extreme setting can better reveal the advantage and limitations of our technique and facilitate software developers with detailed information regarding real-world deployments, while a user can choose the needed number of iterations in practice. Same as §IV-A, before launching experiments below, we first verify the functional correctness of all the diversified outputs. We report all the outputs can pass the test cases shipped in SPEC2006.

The size expansion of binaries used for validation is given in Figure 14. The data shows that the augment of binary size is bounded by 700% in 500 iterations, for all tested programs. Moreover, the trend of size expansion is linear with respect to original binary size and number of iterations. We believe this amount of cost is acceptable, at least for desktop and server computing environments.

The execution slowdown of the diversified binaries is probably more of a concern for composite diversification. The trend of runtime overhead increase over iterations is presented in Figure 15. According to the graph, overhead of all programs grows sublinearly, which fits our objective.

For diversity validation, Figure 16 presents evaluation on the ROP gadget elimination. Almost all the ROP gadgets become unavailable after transformation. We also report besides three test cases which have a relatively high instruction matching rate (bzip2, lbm, mcf), average matching rate of all the other test cases are less than 15% (Figure 17).

Figure 18 and 19 present the pairwise diversity. While all the pairwise gadget elimination tests show promising results (on average 97.51% gadgets are eliminated), we observe one outlier (perlibench) in the pairwise binary diffing evaluation. Its relatively large size of program code section is probably the main reason for the low diffing rate. On the other hand, we report the average diffing rate of other cases is 43.87%, which is promising.

Table IV presents a summary of the performance data gathered from the validation process, showing the same set of metrics as we do pass selection in Section IV-C. While

\(^1\)The full comparison can be viewed at https://goo.gl/3XbtVR.
on most metrics, the validation result is consistent with the selection process, there may be some concern about execution slowdown. For 8 out of 12 programs, composite diversification introduces less than 15% runtime overhead on average. However, the impact on the other 4 programs is much more significant, leading to an average slowdown from 37.70% to 107.90%. Our observation is that, programs with more complicated control flows tend to be penalized more by our diversification plan. This is under intuition since many passes in mix2 focus on disturbing the control flow.

Apart from metrics that have been used for pass selection, the processing time needed for generating diversified copies is also an important factor affecting the deployment of our framework. We report on average, it takes 248.1 seconds to process a binary in one iteration of diversification. The time is measured on the same machine to evaluate the runtime overhead, whose specification is posted in Section III-B. We also measure the relationship between the average processing time for one iteration and the original binary code size. We fit processing time with code size by a linear function with zero intercept. The regression test shows that the linear relation (with the slope as 0.695) is significant at the confidence level of 99%. Note that the processing time is the average of an extreme setting with 500 iterations. That means, as the average processing time increases almost linearly regarding the code size, we can expect a notable decrease in processing time when binaries are diversified with a smaller number iterations in the real-world usage.

VI. DISCUSSION

Application Scope. A sample security application of software diversification is to mitigate the ROP attack. A number of defense techniques towards the ROP attack share similar idea to diversify the programs being protected to thwart attackers from easily guessing the addresses of ROP gadgets [28], [18], [11], [10], [17], [29]. However, some recent work has demonstrated that by leveraging memory disclosure vulnerabilities or even injecting gadgets through JIT compilers, it is still possible to construct ROP attacks on-the-fly [20], [21]. In other words, this so called Just-In-Time ROP (JIT-ROP) attacks can undermine the strength of existing static software diversification techniques.

Some recent works propose to harden the process runtime environment in order to defeat JIT-ROP attacks [30], [31], [32], [33], [34], [21]. Some of these mechanisms still require the software to be diversified before running. Thus, we can expect to boost existing advanced defenses through our proposed technique.

On the other hand, although in this paper we use the ROP gadget elimination rates to quantitatively evaluate our technique, software diversification indeed plays a critical role in many other program hardening techniques to defeat code tampering, memory corruption attacks, JIT compiler attacks, and reverse engineering [5]. Existing techniques in these categories can be complemented and enhanced by composite diversification.

Iterative Transformation. Our study shows that not all the variants can become more diversified when they are reprocessed for iterations. On the other hand, no significant cost increase is observed with more iterations. In our current implementation, we randomly select transformable candidates to process, and one lesson we learned is that composite transformation can consider taking the already transformed program units in priority, e.g., flattening a function’s CFG which has already been flattened. Moreover, we consider the best practice to select transforming targets should be the combination of random selection from all the transformable candidates and intentional selection from the already transformed candidates.

There exist some diversifying methods which have finite transformable candidates, and the similarity rate would not de-
Our pass selection of diversification frameworks has shown that composing different transformations leads to a synergy effect in composite diversification. One may be interested to know the convergence rate of the iteration, i.e., how many iterations are required to stabilize the diversity of generated variants. To preliminarily investigate the problem, we measure the binary diffing scores between the original bzip2 and the first 50 variants produced by mix1 to mix5. The results are displayed in Figure 20. By bridging the data in Figure 20 and Figure 7, we find that the diversity stabilizes after about 40 iterations.

Finding the stabilization point can be helpful to improve the deployment strategy of composite diversification. According to our validation data, in some cases the cost of composite diversification has a non-negligible trend of growth as the rounds of iterations increase. For applications that are sensitive to such cost, the overhead may become unacceptable after a certain number of iterations. As shown in Figure 21, a possible solution is that users can start over the iteration from the original binary, and adopt the new variants generated after the point of stabilization. Since composite diversification randomly picks a transformation in each round, one can expect that variants produced after starting over would be different, whereas the cost will be controlled because of fewer iterations.

VII. RELATED WORK

The idea of software diversification has been studied for decades. Diversifying approaches are presented with various scopes from a single instruction to the whole program. Fine-grained approaches such as instruction and basic block-level diversification aim at diversifying instructions within one basic block or sequences of basic blocks. Typical transformations include dead code insertion, instruction substitution, and basic block reordering [6], [7], [5]. These transformations have been adopted by both malware triage evasion [36], [37] and program randomization [11], [10]. Coarse-grained approaches are essentially deployed in the program runtime environment, hardening the program context from being exploited. Stack-layout randomization [9] and address space layout randomization (ASLR) [38] can deploy probabilistic defense, say, the unpredictable memory addresses can effectively impede code reuse attacks. However, attacks are still feasible due to limited randomization space of these coarse-grained approaches [39].

Other related work propose to randomize the encoding of program instructions [40]. Program encoding leverages one reversible encoding method to statically translate program text into encoded data. Usually a decoding routine and the decoding key is distributed inside the program, which can decode the data later. The encoded program can defeat a large number of static analyses. Improved techniques like virtual machine packer have been utilized to construct more secure binaries [41], [42], [43], [44].

Even though a few research work have touched the process of “composite diversification” [6], [22], [13], they are limited to some primary ideas or the proposed approaches only transform input program with very limited iterations. To our best knowledge, there are not existing work undertake an in-depth study on the composite transformation synergy.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Software diversification produces different variants of a program, which can effectively defeat code reuse attack and patch-based exploit generation. In this work, we initiate a new focus on this area, i.e., composite software diversification. Our in-depth study shows that composite diversification can outperform single-pass diversification in terms of better performance. We believe our study can provide useful guidelines for practitioners to design diversification tools in the future.
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